
Use Case Sheet

Enable Deeper and Broader Intelligence-Led

Cybercrime Analysis

Challenge

Although seizing domains and websites won’t necessarily stop or catch the bad guys, it tells

them you have your eyes set on them. But the fact remains that threat actors can easily set up

new criminal infrastructure and continue masking their identities on the Web, which makes the

work of gathering as many online clues as possible, including real-time and historical Internet

events, a never- ending effort.

Data-Driven Solution
At the core of intelligence-led policing (ILP) is information gathering that shapes crime fighting

strategies. When it comes to cybercrime, intelligence-led investigations require real-time and

historical access to data points connected to digital infrastructure elements, such as hosting

service providers, DNS records, IP information, and domain ownership details. These

information sources can provide critical clues to help disrupt and unmask perpetrators, uncover

crime trends, or prevent online cybercrime in the first place.
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Finding Your Own DNS Data (FYODD) Doesn’t Let You Scale

Delivering a real-time and uninterrupted satellite view of the world’s DNS is our core business. The

WhoisXML API data engine is built and frequently upgraded to offer you the most complete, updated, and

unique Internet intelligence footprints. We aim to contribute to our clients’ competitive edge at every step

and give back months or years of development cycle time to your most pressing and mission-critical

projects and deployments.

WhoisXML API data has led our Cybercrime Unit to

clues that greatly contributed to our investigations. 

We pivot off certain domain and WHOIS data points 

to see historical domain ownership details, domain 

connections, DNS resolutions, and other hidden 

intelligence that could bring us closer to criminal 

infrastructure takedown, if not case resolution.

We found certain nameservers that were always

used for a phishing campaign, having those in our 

rules enabled us to catch phishing sites before they 

affected our user base. WhoisXML API is a responsive 

and reliable provider of domain intelligence. Whenever 

there are issues, they are quick to respond and resolve 

them. Working with them is smooth and 

straightforward.

Investigation Officer

Digital Crimes Unit
Christine Bejerasco, Senior Analyst

F-Secure Labs
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Our Crime-Fighting Value Proposition

Our intelligence is available through customized enterprise packages and product suites with 

multi-year contracts, flexible licensing models, nonrestrictive data access, and dedicated account 

and customer success teams. Contact us for more information.

Diamond: Includes all products listed below with Premium SLA

Gold: Pick 2 of each Tier, includes Gold SLA

Silver: Pick 1 of each Tier, includes Silver SLA

Starter: Pick 1 Tier-1 product, 1 Tier-2 product

About Us

WhoisXML API aggregates and delivers comprehensive domain, IP, DNS, and subdomain data

repositories. WhoisXML API has more than 52,000 satisfied customers from various sectors and

industries, such as cybersecurity, marketing, law enforcement, e-commerce, financial services,

and more. Visit whoisxmlapi.com or contact us for more information about our products and

capabilities.

https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/
https://main.whoisxmlapi.com/?action=show&subject=modal&id=contactUsEnterpriseAccessModal&mc=productsheet

